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State of Oregon
The Complete Poetry and Essential Prose
of John Milton
The first literary biography of the "poets' poet"
chornicles his birth into poverty, his work as an
agricultural laborer, his relationship with John Keats,
and his career as a writer. 10,000 first printing.

Bookseller
Selected Poetry
Poetry
John Clare
Library of Congress Catalog
Gathers Donne's satires, epigrams, verse letters,
sonnets, and essays.

Snowy Egret
Other Poetry
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More than fifty specialists have contributed to this
new edition of volume 1 of The Cambridge
Bibliography of English Literature. The design of the
original work has established itself so firmly as a
workable solution to the immense problems of
analysis, articulation and coordination that it has been
retained in all its essentials for the new edition. The
task of the new contributors has been to revise and
integrate the lists of 1940 and 1957, to add materials
of the following decade, to correct and refine the
bibliographical details already available, and to reshape the whole according to a new series of
conventions devised to give greater clarity and
consistency to the entries.

Chicorel Index to Poetry in Anthologies
and Collections in Print
Every Riven Thing
Astute analysis of the work of a great Israeli poet
through the lens of psychoanalysis, gender,
nationalism, and trauma theory

Chicorel Index to Poetry in Anthologies
and Collections in Print, 1975-1977
New Selected Poems and Translations
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The Collected Poems of Amy Clampitt
The American Review of Reviews
Religious Trends in English Poetry:
1880-1920: Gods of a changing poetry
Poetry
A Poetics of Trauma
Beginning with 1953, entries for Motion pictures and
filmstrips, Music and phonorecords form separate
parts of the Library of Congress catalogue. Entries for
Maps and atlases were issued separately 1953-1955.

The Literary World
The Bookseller
An essential collection of the author's poetry is newly
expanded and annotated, with essays by Richard
Sieburth, T. S. Eliot and John Berryman. Original.

The Concise Encyclopedia of English and
American Poets and Poetry
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When Amy Clampitt's first book of poems, The
Kingfisher, was published in January 1983, the
response was jubilant. The poet was sixty-three years
old, and there had been no debut like hers in recent
memory. "A dance of language," said May Swenson.
"A genius for places," wrote J. D. McClatchy, and the
New York Times Book Review said, "With the
publication of her brilliant first book, Clampitt
immediately merits consideration as one of the most
distinguished contemporary poets." She went on to
publish four more collections in the next eleven years,
the last one, A Silence Opens, appearing in the year
she died. Now, for the first time, the five collections
are brought together in a single volume, allowing us
to experience anew the distinctiveness of Amy
Clampitt's voice: the brilliant language--an appealing
mix of formal and everyday expression--that poured
out with such passion and was shaped in rhythms and
patterns entirely her own. Amy Clampitt's themes are
the very American ones of place and displacement.
She, like her pioneer ancestors, moved frequently, but
she wrote with lasting and deep feeling about all sorts
of landscapes--the prairies of her Iowa childhood, the
fog-wrapped coast of Maine, and places she visited in
Europe, from the western isles of Scotland to Italy's
lush countryside. She lived most of her adult life in
New York City, and many of her best-known poems,
such as "Times Square Water Music" and "Manhattan
Elegy," are set there. She did not hesitate to take on
the larger upheavals of the twentieth century--war,
Holocaust, exile--and poems like "The Burning Child"
and "Sed de Correr" remind us of the dark nightmare
lurking in the interstices of our daily existence. It is
impossible to speak of Amy Clampitt's poetry without
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mentioning her immense, lifelong love of birds and
wildflowers, a love that produced some of her most
profound images--like the kingfisher's "burnished
plunge, the color / of felicity afire," which came
"glancing like an arrow / through landscapes of
untended memory" to remind her of the uninhabitable
sorrow of an affair gone wrong; or the sun underfoot
among the sundews, "so dazzling / . . . that, looking, /
you start to fall upward." The Collected Poems offers
us a chance to consider freshly the breadth of Amy
Clampitt's vision and poetic achievement. It is a
volume that her many admirers will treasure and that
will provide a magnificent introduction for a new
generation of readers. With a foreword by Mary Jo
Salter

The Home Camp in the Jewish Center
Vols. for 1871-76, 1913-14 include an extra number,
The Christmas bookseller, separately paged and not
included in the consecutive numbering of the regular
series.

The Publishers Weekly
The Nation
This book provides a reassessment of the writings of
Hartley Coleridge and Dorothy Wordsworth and
presents them in a new poetics of relationship, reevaluating their relationships with William
Wordsworth and Samuel Taylor Coleridge to restore a
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more accurate understanding of Hartley and Dorothy
as independent and original writers.

The New York Times Book Review
Alphabetically arranged articles on the poets and on
general topics concerning poetry.

A New History of English Metre
Complete Poetry and Selected Prose
The first major poet of the Hebrew literary
renaissance of Moslem Spain, Shmuel Ben Yosef HaLevi HaNagid (993-1056 c.e.) was also the Prime
Minister of the Muslim state of Granada, battlefield
commander of the non-Jewish Granadan army, and
one of the leading religious figures in a medieval
Jewish world that stretched from Andalusia to
Baghdad. Peter Cole's groundbreaking versions of
HaNagid's poems capture the poet's combination of
secular and religious passion, as well as his inspired
linking of Hebrew and Arabic poetic practice. This
annotated Selected Poems is the most comprehensive
collection of HaNagid's work published to date in
English. "The Multiple Troubles of Man" The multiple
troubles of man, my brother, like slander and pain,
amaze you? Consider the heart which holds them all
in strangeness, and doesn't break. "I'd Suck Bitter
Poison from the Viper's Mouth" I'd suck bitter poison
from the viper's mouth and live by the basilisk's hole
forever, rather than suffer through evenings with
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boors, fighting for crumbs from their table.

New Book List for Bookbuyers, Librarians
and Booksellers
The New Cambridge Bibliography of
English Literature: Volume 1, 600-1660
The Dial
Hayim Nahman Bialik (1873-1934) us is considered
Israel’s national poet and one of the greatest Hebrew
poets of all time. Several of his poems, particularly his
immensely popular children’s verse, were set to
music and proved to be among the most popular
twentieth-century Hebrew songs. An essayist,
storyteller, translator, and editor, he had a unique
ability to use fully the entire linguistic and conceptual
inventory of the Hebrew language. Bialik’s career was
a turning pint in Hebrew literature, bringing Biblical
Hebrew into a contemporary usage and forming the
basis of its renewed vigor. His legacy remains
embedded in modern Hebrew literature like an
immovable foundations stone.

Robert Browning: Selected Poems
John Milton is, next to William Shakespeare, the most
influential English poet, a writer whose work spans an
incredible breadth of forms and subject matter. The
Complete Poetry and Essential Prose of John Milton
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celebrates this author’s genius in a thoughtfully
assembled book that provides new modern-spelling
versions of Milton’s texts, expert commentary, and a
wealth of other features that will please even the
most dedicated students of Milton’s canon. Edited by
a trio of esteemed scholars, this volume is the
definitive Milton for our time. In these pages you will
find all of Milton’s verse, from masterpieces such as
Paradise Lost–widely viewed as the finest epic poem
in the English language–to shorter works such as the
Nativity Ode, Lycidas,, A Masque and Samson
Agonistes. Milton’s non-English language sonnets,
verses, and elegies are accompanied by fresh
translations by Gordon Braden. Among the newly
edited and authoritatively annotated prose selections
are letters, pamphlets, political tracts, essays such as
Of Education and Areopagitica, and a generous
portion of his heretical Christian Doctrine. These
works reveal Milton’s passionate advocacy of
controversial positions during the English Civil War
and the Commonwealth and Restoration periods. With
his deep learning and the sensual immediacy of his
language, Milton creates for us a unique bridge to the
cultures of classical antiquity and medieval and
Renaissance Christianity. With this in mind, the
editors give careful attention to preserving the vibrant
energy of Milton’s verse and prose, while making the
relatively unfamiliar aspects of his writing accessible
to modern readers. Notes identify the old meanings
and roots of English words, illuminate historical
contexts–including classical and biblical allusions–and
offer concise accounts of the author’s philosophical
and political assumptions. This edition is a
consummate work of modern literary scholarship.
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Songs from Bialik
The Nation [Electronic Resource]
In the hundred years since the last major history of
English metre was published dramatic changes have
occurred in both the way that poets versify in English
and the way that scholars analyse verse. 'Free' verse
is now firmly established alongside regular metre, and
linguistics, statistics, and cognitive theory have
contributed to the analysis of both. This new study
covers the history of English metre up to the twentyfirst century and compares a variety of modern
theories to explain it. The result is a concise and up-todate guide to metre for all students and teachers of
English poetry.

The Athenaeum
A vibrant new collection from one of America's most
talented young poets Every Riven Thing is Christian
Wiman's first collection in seven years, and rarely has
a book of poetry so borne the stamp of necessity.
Whether in stark, haiku-like descriptions of a cancer
ward, surrealistic depictions of a social order coming
apart, or fluent, defiant outpourings of praise, Wiman
pushes his language and forms until they break open,
revealing startling new truths within. The poems are
joyful and sorrowful at the same time, abrasive and
beautiful, densely physical and credibly mystical.
They attest to the human hunger to feel existence,
even at its most harrowing, and the power of art to
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make our most intense experiences not only
apprehensible but transfiguring.

New & Selected Poems
Selected Poems of Shmuel HaNagid
The Responses of Students, Teachers,
and Critics to Selected Poetry
Living in a revolutionary age, Coleridge's poetry was
written in a spirit of moral and emotional inquiry into
the absolutes of the human condition. He is best
known for his visionary poetry ('Kubla Khan') and his
ballads ('The Rime of the Ancient Mariner'), but he
used and transformed a variety of verse forms, from
the sonnet to the conversation poem, on subjects as
diverse as nature, love, and politics. This selection
calls attention to the range of Coleridge's work, its
strong autobiographical content,and its artistic
development throughout his career. The old
chronological form has been abandoned and the
poems are organised according to genre, with each
section displaying its own individual development in
craft and theme.

Dorothy Wordsworth and Hartley
Coleridge
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The Publishers' Trade List Annual
The Complete Poetry and Selected Prose
of John Donne
Robert Browning (1812 – 1889) was one of the
defining figures of the Victorian age. Famous in his
lifetime for his elopement and marriage to Elizabeth
Barratt, his critical reputation grew steadily in the
years following her early death. Browning’s mastery
of dramatic verse was evident throughout his career,
from such chillingly unforgettable monologues as ‘My
Last Duchess’ and ‘Porphyria’ to the mature work
included in his collection Dramatis Personae. This
selection, chosen by leading scholars, reveals the
innovation, complexity and profound psychological
insight that have ensured Browning’s enduring
reputation and his continuing appeal to readers
today. Browning: Selected Poems results from a
completely fresh appraisal of the canon, text and
context of the writer’s work. The poems are presented
in the order of their composition and in the text in
which they were first published, giving a unique
insight into the development of Browning’s art. An
introduction and chronology offer useful background
material, whilst annotations and headnotes provide
details of composition, publication, sources and
contemporary reception. This authoritative yet
accessible selection should become the first point of
reference for scholar, student and general reader
alike.
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